
 

 

 

Media Release: 

ADTPS firefighting team helps douse fire at Rang Rasayan Ltd, MIDC Tarapur  
 The professionalism and courage displayed by ADTPS fire team was highly appreciated by the 

local authorities. 

 Team successfully doused the fire within three hours  

Dahanu / Boisar, September 13, 2021: Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), a 500 MW of 
power plant at Dahanu has its own Fire Brigade station in its premises. Apart from fulfilling the 
requirement of plant, the fire brigade team also takes care of fire incidents that are reported within the 
vicinity. In one of such incidents the team received a phone call on Saturday, September 11, 2021, 
morning at 2:28 am from MIDC Tarapur regarding a major fire in chemical factory – Rang Rasayan Ltd at 
Boisar. Wasting no time, ADTPS firefighting team reached to the location within one hour.  

It was a major chemical fire, and 06 adjacent factories were also under the risk of fire. On reaching 
ADTPS fire team assessed the situations and conditions of the site and started firefighting operation 
under the supervision of fire officer Deshraj Parmar, along with other fire teams present at the site. 
ADTPS fire team has put their untiring efforts and hard work and controlled the fire by which other 
adjacent factories were eliminated form risk of the blaze.  

It took three hours of untiring efforts to control the fire. The professionalism and courage displayed by 
ADTPS fire team was highly appreciated by the local authorities. 

Congratulating the firefighting team, ADTPS spokesperson said, “The hard work and professionalism 
displayed by our Fire team is exemplary.  Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station is committed to serve to 
the communities in which it operates as we believe symbiotic coexistence which is mutually beneficial. 
ADTPS fire service team has been extending their services in the vicinity from last 25 years.” 

The ADTPS fire team was led by fire officer Deshraj Parmar, and it included Hareshwar Machhi, Anil 
Macchi, Nitin Khetade, Hemant Davne and Driver Alankar More.  

Apart from calls from nearby villages, police stations, it also provides prompt service on call 
from local administration in case there is fire incidence due to toppling of chemical or oil 
tankers on highway. 

About Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited 

Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited, part of the diversified Adani Group, is an integrated business of power 
generation, transmission, and retail electricity distribution. AEML owns and operates the largest and the 
most efficient power distribution network in India. AEML serves over 3 million consumers spread across 
400 sq. km. in Mumbai and its suburbs meeting close to 2,000 MW of power demand with 99.99% 
reliability, which is among the highest in the country. AEML provides excellent customer care services 
with the help of advanced technologies. For more information, please visit www.adanielectricity.com 

For more information, please visit our website www.adanielectricity.com /  
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